Managing Spending:

Higher Education’s Toughest Test Yet
The challenges finance and admin leaders are facing now.

It’s always been hard to control spending,
and it’s getting worse.

43% of decision makers are managing three or
more new responsibilities as a result of COVID-19.

49% are dealing with increased volumes
of reimbursement requests.

63% are facing unexpected expenses
or new categories of spend.

Fiscal responsibility and accountability
are more important than ever.

71% of higher ed leaders aren’t

sure remote work will allow them
to comply with regulations.

50% are working on new

accounts payable guidelines.

43%

are attempting to
manage additional emergency
relief funding requests.

Colleges and universities need hightech tools to tackle the shifting
expenses of remote work.
65% say automating invoice

processing and/or expense
reimbursements would improve
financial operations.

46% say tracking additional
department spending would
increase efficiency.

43% say getting visibility into the
real-time expense information would
increase control over the budget.

Higher education leaders are looking for automated,
integrated processes to improve how they manage invoices
and expenses. To learn more about their search – and the
solution – read the full Wakefield Research report.

The Higher Education survey, funded by SAP Concur Solutions was conducted by Wakefield Research
(www.wakefieldresearch.com) between June 15th and July 2nd, 2020 among 350 U.S. finance and administration
decision makers at public or private higher education institutions using an email invitation and an online survey.
Results of any sample are subject to sampling variation. The magnitude of the variation is measurable and is affected by the
number of interviews and the level of the percentages expressing the results. For the interviews conducted in this particular
study, the chances are 95 in 100 that a survey result does not vary, plus or minus, by more than 5.2 percentage points from the
result that would be obtained if interviews had been conducted with all persons in the universe represented by the sample.

